Black - Plaza entrance needs opening (open park) move bus stop further east. Change the walkway system (integral) current icing issues.

Natural Playground

- Blue -> Noise mitigation for Academy of Music.
- Blue -> Spill over space for Academy during intermission - Cafe

- Blue/Black -> Natural Playground - well maintained.
- Blue/Black -> Parking / Loading for Performances in Back of Academy
  - Safety
  - Loading

Black - Move handicap ramp for Academy to open access

Blue - More lawn / less pavement / concrete.

Black - Public forum space

- Blue - Use drainage to create a waterfall on the back hillside into roundhouse lot
- Blue - Drinking water fountain
  - Quiet space - chairs - tracks - moveable

Black - Low maintenance on back hillside - boulders sculpture
Black - improved sidewalk from back parking lot

Green - Iconic tree to stay - could or be moved
Green - They area needs to be maintained above
Blue - Lighting issues + uplight trees
Black - Crosswalk on new South street